Dreamy Hollow Leisure Limited

Dreamy Hollow
Campsite Information
2015
How to get herePlease note, some sat navs misdirect.

Dreamy Hollow
Woodland Campsite,
Fakenham Road,
Stanhoe, Kings Lynn
Norfolk PE31 8PX
from the A148 between Kings Lynn and Fakenham take the B1454
towards Docking. The site is located East of Bircham Newton 800m
South of the crossroads with the B1155. National grid reference

TF 79710 34566. Follow the signs to NCITB, drive through the
college campus to the crossroads with the B1454, turn right and
Dreamy Hollow is the first Wood on the right. Look out for the signs.

Prices-

Prices are normally per person per night. Half price

reductions for concessions (inc. church ministers and children
under 12.) Per pitch prices apply where campers are not pitching their
own tents. Please see price list for details.

Deposits secure a booking. Balances should be paid before pitching
before 1600 on the day of arrival. Arrivals before 5pm.
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The Pitch's - The

site is a working woodland with a unique

undulating terrain. Each pitch has its own character. These are
described below:
The Hollow - a large (50m x
24m) south facing pitch in a
sheltered hollow capable of
accommodating a large 8-12
person tent and a 4-6 person
tent. It has it's own communal
fire pit and is close to the
WC's and drinking water
point. This is let as North End
(nearest camera) and South
End) furthest from camera or exclusively.

The Glade - a large (29m x 27m) south facing pitch
accessible to small (VW) camper vans and trailer tents. It
is capable of
accommodating two
8-12 person tents and
(subject to fire
regulations) gazebo's.
This is let as the West
End (furthest from
camera) or the East
End or exclusively.

Taffy's Pitch - a medium (21m x
11m) elevated pitch overlooking
open fields to the north. Cool and
shady this pitch is ideal for hot
summer days. It is capable of
accommodating a 6-8 person tent
and a pup tent.
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Nelly's Pitch - a medium (19m x
7m) elevated pitch overlooking
open fields to the east. It is
capable of taking a 6 person tent
and a pup tent or a tree tent.

Pippins Pitch - a quaint medium
(11m x 6m) elevated pitch
overlooking the Hollow and the
nearest pitch to WC and drinking
water. It is capable of taking a 5
person tent and a small pup tent.
This pitch is not suitable for small
children.

Will's Pitch - a small (12m x 4m) oblong
pitch nestled in amongst silver birch and
oak. This is capable of taking a 2 person
tent.

Paul's Pitch - a small (8m x 4m) pitch
nestled in under an oak tree overlooking the
Glade. It will only take a 1 person or very
cosy 2 person tent.

New Pitch's for 2015
We have 5 new pitches coming on line for mid season 2015.
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Nigel's Nook
Is a very sheltered pitch
measuring approximately 5m
x 4m with its own approach
avenue and fire pit. It
became available late last
season and is very popular.

Abi's Pitch - a new large pitch, close to WW1 trenches, a
magical outdoor space for tree tent camping, picnics or
open air classrooms. It has been seeded and once the grass
has grown will be available mid to late 2015. Watch out for 3
person Tree Tents emerging mid season.
Kevin's Corner - a new medium pitch (foreground of photo)
being prepared for a third party shepherds hut which the
owner will make available for holiday hire. It has been
seeded and once the
grass has grown the
hut will be installed
and the water
connected. The owner
has requested a private
jungle shower.
Shady Spot - a new
medium size pitch (far
distance of photo)
behind Kevin's Corner.
It is designed to allow
families to pitch next to the Shepherds Hut if relatives are
staying in the hut.
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Facilities - There

are two flushing

toilets on site with wash hand basins and a
two unique open air gas camping showers.

Provision can be also made for use of
facilities at the community centre next to the site. Each pitch is
provided with either a fire basket or BBQ stand and the Hollow has
an open fire pit for cooking and eating in the open air. Only
seasoned wood bought on site or from a reputable local supplier
may be burnt. (Unseasoned wood creates bonfire smoke which hangs
around in the wood and spoils the site for other campers.)

For more information visit
dreamyhollowcampsite.weebly.com
For bookings contact Registered Office address
Dreamy Hollow Leisure Limited,
37 Wesley Road
North Wootton
Kings Lynn
Norfolk
PE30 3XA
Email dreamyhollowbircham@gmail.com
Mobile 07564 226780
Website dreamyhollowcampsite.weebly.com
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